Accurate representation of subject-specific bone anatomy in lower-limb 23 musculoskeletal models is important for human movement analyses and simulations.
7 142 femoral head or pelvic acetabulum), set 2 was composed of set 1 plus a second large bone 143 region, and set 3 was composed of set 2 plus a third small bone region (Fig 1. ). For the pelvis, 144 set 1 consisted of the acetabula only, truncated superiorly and inferiorly at the acetabulum 145 edge. Set 2 consisted of set 1 plus the ilia, truncated by parallel cuts emanating at the 146 posterior superior and inferior iliac spines and terminating at the anterior superior iliac spine.
147 Set 3 consisted of set 2 plus part of the ischiopubic rami. For the femur, set 1 consisted of 148 femoral head and greater trochanter, truncated at ~10 mm of proximal bone end and 149 inferiorly at approximately half the distance between greater and lesser trochanters. Set 2 150 consisted of set 1 plus femoral epicondyles, truncated from the start of the femoral shaft and 151 at ~5 mm of distal bone end. Set 3 consisted of set 2 plus ~10 mm of femoral shaft, located 152 midway between femoral head and epicondyles. Complete and incomplete sets were used to 153 reconstruct pelvis and femur models, and to evaluate geometric bone model accuracy in 183 by adjacent elements (Fig 2) . Focusing on SSM's of the pelvis and femur, increasing the 184 number of PCs increases the total variance accounted for in the resulting bone models and 185 reduces distance errors, but also accounts for more individual variation from the training set 186 (S1 Appendix). The optimal number of PCs (n=4) for pelvis and femur SSM was established 187 by minimising distance error, while using the least numbers of PCs [19] (S2 and S3
188 Appendix). (Fig 4) . A similar pattern of 290 reduction in volume similarity was found for femur geometric models, except between 291 reconstructions from incomplete sets 1 and MOCAP-based SSM (Fig 5) . The purpose of our study was to compare the accuracy of bone geometric models 318 mathematically reconstructed from different levels of imaging incompleteness, and to 319 identify the minimal imaging requirements for accurate representation of subject-specific 320 bones. Our hypothesis, that geometric bone models reconstructed from more complete 321 segmentations are more accurate than those reconstructed from less complete or MOCAP-322 based data, was partially supported. We found that pelvis and femur bone models 323 reconstructed from different levels of imaging incompleteness had significantly different 324 volume similarities compared to complete bone segmentations, but not significant different 325 distance errors. Results suggest that imaging of only 2 bone regions, as represented by set 2
